ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS!

EXPERIENCE A CONCISE VERSION OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION'S INNOVATION-CORPS WITH YOUR STUDENTS!

2024 SUMMER SESSIONS:
MONDAYS-THURSDAYS
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM
JUNE 10TH - 13TH
JULY 8TH - 11TH

UTEP E-LEAD STUDIOS
C-100
*LUNCH PROVIDED*

CAMP REQUIREMENTS:

- Teacher brings a team of 4 HS students with a passion for STEM to participate with teacher (2024 grad* or incoming HS Jr./Sr.)
- Whole team must be present each day
- Priority for teachers in Project Lead the Way or STEM

*C2024 graduates, must be attending UTEP next academic year.

CAMP OBJECTIVES:

- Learn to identify key product opportunities and gain skills in entrepreneurship through training in customer discovery.
- Gain skills in forming and testing hypotheses and design thinking for engineering and entrepreneurship.
- Receive mentoring by UTEP's Engineering Innovation and Leadership Faculty and Upper-Division E-Lead Students.
- Learn how to find important needs, in/validate hypotheses, design engineering solutions, and present a start-up.
- Acquire experience giving presentations.

For more information, contact:
Paola Casas
cpcasas@utep.edu
(915) 747-7999
Office: E230-C